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WEATHER FORECAST

0

KENTUCKY: Partly cloudy'
• and rather cool today. Fair
and slightly cosier tonight.
Friday fair with moderate,
temperatures.
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. cornin $10

Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, August 5, 1948

YOUR PROGRESSIVE H 0 M X NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY

United Press

House Passes Weak
Antt-innil-Inflation
•
With Large LItajortty

COMMUNIST PARTY T
LAUNCHES DRIVE
FOR NEW MEMBERS

MEAT COUNTER
BOYCOTT SPREADS
ACROSS NATION

Manners

Vol. XX; No. 43

MURRAY POPULATION - 8,000

•

By United Press
NEW YORK, Aug. 5. tUP-The
Butchers across the country recommunist party, which ciaims a
ported that the housewives' rebelmembership of "more than 60.000"
lion against high meat prices has
in the United States, launched a
cut sales drastically in the last
new drive today to recruit "himfew days.
. ds of thousands of American
The organized movement to halt
rkers."
the rise of living costs was Apii
enry Winston, organiation secIlIkre
even
where
And
spreading.
retary and one of the 12 top combuyers strike,
V:aa no organized
munists indicted recently for plothousewives were simply refusing
ting to overthrow the government,
to buy high priced meat cuts.
tol' the 14th annual convention to
Arthur E. Dennis, vice-presiorganize a bigger and stronger
dent.of the national meat council,
party to overcome increasing "atsaid that resistance to high prices
tacks by the enemy."
had reduced sales sharply.
He said at the present time the
--• WASHINGTON. Aug. 5 (UP)But, Dennis predicted, the price
party has 1,700 community clubs,
The House voted overwhelming
worse
will be much
situation
300 in factories, 45 in industry, 200
prove' today of a mild RepublicanDETROIT, Aug. 5. (UP'-The'
by winter. He said he saw no sign
professional branches and 200 stusubstitute for President Truman's
of relief.
Ford Motor Company today indent and youth clubs.
anti-inflation program.
Philadelphia retailers reported
The convention adopted a reso- creased the price of its cars $75
that retail sales are running 20 per
• The bill would restore wartime
the
lution condemning
current any on all but one model because of
buying's,
cent below those of last August.
controls on installment
hearings in Washington as a -three -increases in material and labor
Theodore Nicola, president of the
tighten up a little on bank credit,
ring 'communist spy' circus to take costs."
Cincinnati retail dealers associaand increase the required gold rethe people's mind off their trouIt was the second such price
"Dixie Frolics." a local talent serves behind U. S. currency.
tion, said meat consumption was
bles ''
boost for Ford within two months show, will be presented at Murray
down 25 per cent. One butcher
The bill now goes to the Senate.
and averaged five per cent of each high school auditorium August 12
said he had cut pork purchases 75
The company boosted Ford and 13. The production is being The House passed it by a vote of
model.
per cent and hotel officials said
prices eight per cent when the 19- sponsored by Murray unit 73 of the 264 to 97.
high prices might force them to
It was the first legislation of any
49 Ford was introduced in June. American Legion Auxiliary.
at Murray hospital for Ed Filbeck. principal at Murray high school
•
take expensive meats off their A LIVING MEMORIAL has been created
NEW YORK, Aug. 5. (UP)passed by either House
All models of the 16 Ford models
until his death. Present principal W. B. Moser is handing a check to Harry Fenton, chairman of the board
The show is under the direction consequence
menus.
Stocks moved irregularly today on received thee $75 increase except of Miss Joyce Day of the Ameri- at the special session, which GOP
Butchers at Detroit, Denver, and at the hospital. to be used for equipping and redecorat:ng a maternity ward. Alumni of the high school.
the busi- can Producing Co.. Memphis, Tenn. leaders are driving to adjourn on,.
Minneapolis also reported reduced serving on the committee with Mr. Moser are pictured, left to right, Brenda Sue Futrell. Mary Jo stag's. moderate volume as the street the lowest-priced Ford.
a 1.3 She arrived in Murray Monday to Saturday or early next week.,„,„ - received
which
coupe,
ness
forand
organtried to elvaluate domestic
sales although no full-scale
Bonnie Lee Kingitui, Bobby Sue Orr, Frances Wilson. Margaret Blalock and Marjorie Huie.
mo- begin rehearsals.
coupe
business
The
decrease.
The Republican measure ighored
ized price strikes had developed
eign developments.
most of Mr. Truman's recommendel price was reduced from $1,163
the
of
meeting
regular
In those cities.
The
prethe
Delay cil information on
to $1.158.
•
Two northern Kentucky packingAmerican Ityalt5n Auxiliary will be dations for curbing high prices, incc:dings at the Kremlin was seen
with the American cluding price control and rationing.
The Ford boost followed rapidly held jointl
houses reported that they were
as a market deterrent. Also, the on the heels of a general round of Legion at 7:00 o'clock tonight in
The House fassed it shortly after
planning to lay off help because
of decreased orders.
financial community was hard put price increases by other auto mar- the city park. All members of the President. in a news conference
General both groups are urged to be pres- statement. denounced the GOP leadLos Angeles butchers said that
to determine how the proposed kets. Two weeks ago
ers'for what he said was their failMotors Corporation broke its line ent.
sales of high priced beef had
credit curbs in the house bill would
against rising 'production costs and
ure to take effective action to stop
dropped during the last five weeks
was
there
addition,
In
work out.
an average of eight
prices
inflation.
while sales of fresh and frozen
raisedinbad news for the automobile
fish, canned meats, canned fish
per cent.
Republican plans for housing legDemocratic by President Roosevelt, Cordell
county
dustry which affected those stocks
Calloway
and lower priced cuts of beef had
A Ford statement said that the
islatioe were tangled up by a reWhich are consdered market "blue
headquarters announced today that Hull, General Marshall and others.
increased.
"price changes resulted from inme the Senate banking commoilitin
"Brown has never been elected
transportation will be furnished to
chips.
Charlie Pogue died at his home in v
The organized
revolt against
material costs, and the
in
creases
any voters in the county who have to office in a state-wide election in
1
Ala,
on
August.
Birmingham.
and
Strikes in supply campanies
spiraling meat prices spread to
necessity for reducing present prono means of getting to the polls 14 years. Each time these tactics
of more than a
Two GOP senators teamed with
In the absence of the Rev. Sam titr, 1 shortages. were reported as duction volume due to material after an Illness
the west coast today. Los Angeles
resulted in decisive defeat.
have
sections.
c
primary
Saturday's
for
year. lIe was the son of the late rfive- Dericoa-a& 'to rebuff the Re-'
a homemakers urged friends to select
Pres- responsible for a drop of 5.090 cars
College
the
of
pastor
MeKee,
shortages which cause production Mr. and P4s. Frank Poeue of publican leadership. The commitAnyone wishing transportation may So there may be no doubt in his
byterian church. the North Pleas- and trucks in this week's produc- interruptions."
100 names from the telephone book
phone 1021, democratic headquar- mind as to his repudiation by the
Murray.
tee approved and sent to the Senate
announced
Packard
statistics.
tion
worwill
congregation
Grove
ant
and pass the word along.
Democrats..'
ters.
u:
n
Taft-Ellen.
All auto workers have been plaHe is sur ived .15y his v.afe, two floor
ship with the college church on It would close for a week because
Mrs, Peter Kavanaugh of San
this
defeat
beoverwhelming
"An
grandchildren der-Wagner-Eig
erisngham;
Bhirtm
ofaug
d
gued with periodic shutdowns
John Shroat, chairman of the
of the lack of steel.
Sunday. August 8. at 1100 m.
group
Francisco recruited a
Brown
convince
certainly
three brothers, instead of a watered-down GOP
strikes in suppliers plants
Chapman-for- time will
county
Calloway
The Rev, Joe Ben Irby, pastor of
Nearly all sections were sagging cause of
other housewives. They divided up
committee, said that a that the voters are completely and the North Pleasant Grove church, from their highs near closing time and temporary shortages of steel_ Homer C. Pogue of Kansas City. substitute.
the city's telephone book and be- Senator
with
through
and
gosil of 3,500 votes hao been set uncompromisingly
Recent rises in steel prices and Mo.. Leslie Pogue of Paducah,
House leaders have said they will
will bring the message.
Chrysler dropped to 60 3-4 off
gan phoning subscribers, asking
Pogue of Texas: two sisfor Saturday's primary. He said contemptible campaigners of his
not accept the public housing preEach church will conduct its own 1 1-8 and General Motors to 64 1-4 the grant of a 13-cent hourly in- Talmadge
them to join the crusade
stripe."
Miss'
and
Graves
Bob
he
Mrs.
ters,
attained
be
could
this
that if
Sunday school at the usual hour.
visions of the T-E-W biil. Unless
off 1-2. Bethlehem Steel, selling crease to Ford's 116.000 workers
"I'd just been sitting around
factors Gladie Pogoe of Chicago.
Tonight at 700 o'clock Chapman
was sure that Chapman would be
the committee action is reversed on
ex-dividend, managed to hold a was' seen as contributing
waiting for someone else to do
Birmingham.
in
was
Burial
to
local
a
speak
over
is scheduled
victorious in this county.
the Senate floor...01'cm may be no
1-4 point rise at 35 7-8 U S. Steel to the latest price increase.
something about prices," she said.
Calloway countians show very radio station by electrical tranhousing legislation at the special
lost 1-2 to 79. National Steel, A
-At last I thought I'd better do
However, he will not
little interest in primary elections, scription.
CHICAGO, Aug. 5. iUPI-Pro- strong spot, gained 2 1-4 points
session.
•
le
something myself."
said Shroat, so every effort is be- formally refute the income tax duce:
to 96 1-2.
House debate on the bank credit
In Oakland, Cal., Mrs_ Earl J.
ing made to get them to the polls evasion charges until Friday night
Poultry: 22 trucks, the market
bill was limited to 40 minutes and
Rock, president of the Alameda
Can gained 1 1-2
American
Saturday. Election chairmen have when he speaks over a station at firm. Colored fryers 36. plymouth
amendments were barred. The Recounty federation of women's clubs
been appointed for each of the 25 Paris, Ky., on a state-wide hook- rock fryers 41, white rock fryers points to 84 1-$ and Du Pont was
sent out a bulletin asking the 3.400 precincts in the county.
•
the in1 at 176 1-2. Otherwise
they have a right to gripe about publicans brought the measure up
up
Press
Uniteed
up
By
41, plymouth rock broilers 41„
members to stay away from butthe way U. S. policy has been under suspension of the rules, which
dustries fluctuated in a narrow
Even though there are approxiwhite rock broilers 41, colored
communist spy case shaped administered. Democrats, in turn, required a two-thirds majority.
cher shops until prices drop.
The
irregular.
with
changes
ar•ea
15,000 registered voters in
broilers 38. plymouth rock springs
of the top issues believe they have grounds for com- Democrats tried without success to
Mrs. Hugh Bell, Fresno, Cal., mately
Rails moved too in some instan- up today as one
the county, a primary vote of 3,54
41.
campaign, and Re- plaint about the way Republicans get more time for debate.
political
mother of four children, began
the
in
plate
Butter: 582,088 pounds, toe-'mar- ces. Best gainers were nickel
would be a good represerttation in
S. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKappeared ready to play In congress have supported the
calling 10 friends daily in a chain
The measure would:
election officials YARDS, Ill.. Aug. 5 4UP) tUSDA/ ket firm. 93 score 78, 93. score 76, which closed at 87 1-2 up 2 1-2; publicans
primary.
the
She asked
telephone campaign
it for all it's worth.
policy.
1. Authorize renewal of wartime
agreed. The primary vote in the __Livestock:
90 score 72 1-2 carlots 90 score Atlantic Coastlines 58 1-2 up 1 1-4;
them to spread the word to others
In other political developments: restrictions on installment buying.
Sen Alexander Wiley, R., Wis.
and Delaware and Hudson 47 3-4
county two years ago was 750..
score 71 1-2.
7,500: salable 6.500: market 73 1-2. 89
Hogs:
Ed
Hill
to give up meat for three weeks
boss
Tennessee - Political
on Capitol
Installment buyers probably would
Shroat said that he did not beEggs: Browns and whites mix- up 1. Losses of A 1-4 points each said the inquiries
slow and uneven; weights 240 lbs.
If prices don't drop in that time,
that the- Roose- Crump of Memphis faced a stern be required to pay one-third down
lieve that John Young Brown's re8,294 cases, the market firm. were noted in Santa Fe at 111; have demonstrated
ed/
than
lower
25c
to
steady
down,
she said, the strike will be extendtoday's Tennessee and the balance in 12 to 18 months.
Southern railways at 45 1-4 and velt - Truman administration has challenge in
cent attack on Chapman for income
heavier Extras 70 to 80 per cent A 48 to
average,
Wednesday's
ed.
handUnion Pacific • at 88 3-4 In the been **coddling Reds and Red-sym- Democratic primary. His
tax evasion would have any effect
The administration favors this sec.
tn
46
A
70
to
60
percent
extras
50.
Sows.,
weights, 25c to 50e lower.
Meanwhile, the lady who started
picked candidate for the U. S. Sen- non of the bill.
grains and losses pathizers."
small
Utilities
in this county. He believed that
current
45,
to
48i
1-2
42
standards
it all was still plugging away in most of the people here would con- steady to 25c higher: bulk good
Mitchell-is
M.
John
cornate-Judge
of
issue
the
Predicting that
checks 35 1-2. balanced each other.
the
requirements
2. Increase
and choice 180 to 240 lbs. $29 75 to receipts 41 to 42 1-2.
Dallas, Tex.1
mnuists-in-Washington will figure expected to be hard-pressed to win
sider the attack a merely election
for bank reserves-In the Federal
Mrs R. D. Vaughn sat at a bat- propaganda, if they pay, any at- 3050: largely $30 up; few 3075; top,
fight.
Mitchell's
Wilthree-cornered
a
prothinently in the campaign,
Reserve system - the amount of
$31. sparingly. 250 to 300 lbs. 26.75
tered card table in her home, giv- tention to it at all.
ey charged that the administration opponents are Sen. Tom Stewart, money banks must keep readily ."
340 lbs, 25.50; 160
around
29.75:
to
ing long distance advice to people
protests who won last time with Crump's
pious
This morning Edward F. Seiler,
"in spite of its
available. The administration proacross the country on how to set campaign chairman for 'Virgil Chap- to 170 lbs, 29.25 to 30.25; 130 to 150
against communism, has served as backing, and Rep. Estes Kefauver. posed increasing the maximum relbs..
120
to
2900,
100
te
50
26
lbs,
up their own campaign.
Ohio-A last-minute move to
breeding ground for Reds
man, sent the following telegram
fertile
a
serve requirement four per cent On
23.50 to 2800: sows. 400-1b: down,
She said a man named Tom Cross to county groups ,in the state:
bloc the anti-Truman Democrats
during the past 16 years."
time deposits and 10 per cent On
3-.00 to 25.50; heavier weights,
on
the
ticket
called from Baltimore, Md., to
Dixiecrat
to
the
get
a
Y.,
N.
R.,
Ives.
M.
"Two character assassins-Drew
Sen. Irving
demand deposits. The Republican
to 23.00; stags, 17 to 19. mosttell her that he and nine other Pearson and John Young Brown - 2000.
They
were
failed.
ballot
has
DewOhio
E.
Thomas
member of Gov.
bill would make the increase One
men planned to start a price strike in the closing days of this cam- ly.
ey's inner circle, said the investi- unable to meet the legal deadline and three per cent. The idea of the
;calves
3.000
4,200;
salable
Cattle:
in the eastern city.
a
of
for
presidential
slate
filing
paign are tempting to' confusethe
gations 'certainly won't hurt the
increase on these reserves is to reWomen in at least 12 Texas cities people of
electors.
entucky over the is- 1,200, all salable. Market slow on
Republicant"
,amount of money that
all classes with some cows about
are now conducting strikes, she sues of t s election.
Wisconsin-State attorney gener- duce the
Derriocratie • national
Former
banks cast lend.
said
sual total disregard for steady. Common and medium beef
"Stith
chairman James A. Farley con- al Grover Broadfoot ruled that
3. Require a 40 per cent gold reCHICAGO. Aug. 5. (UPi-Chi- truth.- decency', and fair play, ir- cows. 19 to 22; a few medium to
ceded that the evidence uncovered Henry A. Wallace's name may apserve against federal ,reserve notes
cago hog prices dipped below yes- responsible, slanderous powe r- good, 23 to 23.50; canners and
desthe
on
ballot,
November
pear
TruPresident
"hurtwill
so far
and a 35 per cent gold reserve
terday's all-time market high to- seekers 'are attempting, through cutters. 16 to 18.50; bulls, about
man's chances or reelection. It will pite the fact that the Wisconsin
deposits.
against federal reserve
day as,prices at major midwest- bias, prejudice and lies to injure steady; medium to good, 23 to 24.50;
,
call
the
itself
branch
of
party
named
those
he said, "even though
Preacrit gold requirementa-are 25
ern terminals skylined slightly.
the character and candidacy of top, 25. Vealers, $1 higher: good
progressives"
"people's
of
instead
put the Democrats in a poor light,
per cent for both. The treasury op.
Hogs hit a top of $3075 a hundred Virgil Chapman-Browna; custo- and choice, 29 to 32; common and
I
just ;stain "progressives."
are not regular Democrats."
'poses
the change.
medium. 17 to 28
4hicago, 75 cents less mary campaign.
pounds jtV-L
The
Labor international assoWiley accused Mr. Truman of
Receipts 3.000; salable
Sheep:
The Serfate, after a five-day filthan the record set here yesterday.
"An overwhelming majority of
of high ciation of machinests today en"smokescreen"
a
throwing
ibuster. yesterday wrote off the
Hog prices were 25 cents a hun- the people of Kentucky will not 1,800; receipis include one load yearprices to conceal the the Commu- dorsed two more Democratic nomsession.
dred weight lower at Mineepoils fail to recognize it. This time he lings, odd lots slaughter ewes, balinees for the senate. Mathew Neely anti-poll tax bill until next
furor.
nist
native spring
trucked in
It thus cleared the decks for acand mostly steady at St Louis. is joined by Drew Pearson, who ance
he said, of -West Virginia and Paul Dougadministration."
"The
lion on the housing and anti-inflaGenerally, they remained at or was publicly denounced pialt a liar lambs. Market not established.
'hopes that by constantly emphas- las of Illinois. The nation's biggest
tion bills. and or possible adjournnear reciard high levels.
now
has
union
made
independent
using
izing high prices-without
Men( on Saturday.
Demand for wholesale meat on
88
25
in
states
for
the
endorsements
any of its powers to control high
Senate GOP leaders still are tinthe New York market Will gill
prices-it can draw the public's 1948 congressional campaign. even
the disextremely light. because of con candidates for the der.ided whether to revise
attention away from the issue of Republican
Truman
on
the retail
sumer resistance
house have been approved, includ- placed persons' law as Mr.
communism.
•
recommended. The House will
But prices remained un- I
level
In Pawling, N. Y. Gov. Dewey ing four who voted to sustain
await a Senate cue on that prochanged for the most part. AlIndicated that he will make the President Truman's veto of the
posal.
though some beef sold one cent
Taft-Hartley
are
Nat.
law.
C.
They
issue
major
a
living
of
cost
high
lower, pork cuts were mostly a
K.
Bishop,
Ill.;
Javits
Jacob
and
The
campaign.
In the presidential
the
WASHINGTON, Aug. 5 1UP)Ed C Ray, president of the Ken- approved construction and for
cent higher.
GOP standard bearer discussed John C. Butler, N. Y., and John
extension of new electric lines
The
House today passed a Senatetucky Rural Electric Cooperative
C.
Brophy,
Wit.
the subject by telephone last night
in the five counties. He said that
North Carolina-The North Car- approved bill to lend the United
Corporation, announced today re- the loan would be more than sufwith Harold E. Stassen And he
Nations $65,000.000 to start construchinted that both he and Stassen olina board of elections, which apceipt of a telegram from Washing- ficient for the needs of the coopertion of its new world headquarters
Revival meetings will begin at
rights
Walof
proved
the
Henry
it
about
say
to
plenty
-have
will
counties
ton which stated that the REA ative lines in these five
in New York City.
Martin Chapel Sunday forenoon at
when they take to the stump next lace's progressive party to a place
and would give the REA here a
The bill now goes to the White
will continue was announcing approval of a
1110 o'clock, and
on
the
ballot.
turned
November
month.
surplus for further improvement
PORTRAIT OF THE PIONEERS"-Bill Grant, of Columbia,
House where President Truman la
A visiting $970,000 loan for the cooperative,
the week
through
a
the
down
aimilar
petiffen
from
issue,
policy
foreign
On ,the
in the service in this area.
expected to sign , it immediately.
f., takes up horn and hat,- actual relics of the Golden
quartet will sing at the Sunday to be used in Graves, Marshall,'
spokesman for both parties agreed anti-Truman dixiecrats. The board
The statement was also made
and Hickman
Calloway. Carlisle
Mr. Truman included the loan ht
Days of the Mother Lode district-in his portrayal of John
morning hour.
the
petition
ruled
dixiecrats'
that
alled bipartisan setup
that the rn-,
that as soon as materials are availhe wanted when'
Services will be held daily at counties.
Haskell, first fire chief of California. Grant is an entrant
failed to meet all the legal re- the list of things
critiicism
campaign
out
rule
won't
construcbegin
Mr. Ray said the loan would be able. the REA will
in
Ostia
11:00 a.m. and 745 p.m. The Pasin the "Portraits of the Pioneers" contest to be held in
They are-. appealing he recalled Congress
quirements.
have
policies
%
certain
way
the
of
under
session.
tor, Rev R. F. Blankenship, will be used for improvements on head- tion on the lineit that come
Sacrameto in September.
feel ,the decision.
Republican!
out.
carried
been
quarters buildings, for previously this loan.
the speaker.

PRICE OF FORDS
GOES UP TODAY
ON MOST MODELS

Legislation Includes Only
Return To Check On Credit

!LEGION AUXILIARY
TO SPONSOR LOCAL
TALENT SHOW

3

Stock Markets

Local Chapman Committee Not
Concerned Over Brown Attack

Charlie Pogue
h m
In Birminga

Pleasant Grove
Pastor To Speak
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REA ApprovesLoan To
Improve Local Service
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Revival To Start
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By LEO H. PETERSEN
United Man Sports Editor
London, Aug. 3. tUP)—Lt. Sammy Lee, tiny U. S. Army doctor
From San Francisco. won America
0 its 17th gold, medal in the 1948
Olympic games today when he
,.
captured the men's highboard div- cog event with Bruce Harlan of
1 Ohio State second.
Lee's victory
maintained The
American monopoly Liii the men's
aquatic competition, the Yanits
having won all five of the events
held to date.
••••
••••• •••••
Previously, Wally Res of Iowa
won the 100-meter freestyle title;
Bill Smith of Ohio State the 400meter freestyle: the U. S. four man
team the 800-meter freestyle relay.
and Harlan the springboard diving event.
Mike Capilla of Mexico was
third in the high dive.
The U. S. was prevented from
taking a clean sweep of the first
three places in the
highboard
event, as it had done in the springboard competition, when Miller
Anderson of Ohio State withdrew
yesterday because -of a foot injury sustained in practice
Lee. 28-year-old Korean who was
graduated from Ohio State, went
Into today's competition with a
slight lead of 51.51 ,points to 48 94
over second place Harlan alter the
first compulsory dives on yesterday's program.
Little Sammy clinched the title
BROKEN LEO NO BARBIE*
with a superb three and one half
TO
somersault on the last of today's
SUPERIOR, Wis (UPI—It took four optional dives. He finished
more than a broken leg to keep 13- with a margin of more than seven
rear-old Tommy I.Okkett nut of a points over Harlan in the field of
baseball game
25 divers.
Tommy broke the leg sliding into
The U. S four-man crew with
second base in a practice game. coxswain won the opening heat
But the youngster hobbled to the of the qualifying trials by defeatmound three weeks later to pitch ing Britain by four lengths _as.
his team to a 6 to 3 victory In an the olympic rowing competition
important game.
got underway on the Thames river.
He also contributed three hits to The Americans' time of 8:48.8 was
his club's attack. His only conces- the fastest clocked In the prelimnon to the injury was that a sub- 'nary heats
stitute ran for him.
• In the two man rowing compet

Ike;

W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
Published afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St, Murray, Ky.
E4tered at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter -'
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
month. 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3 50, elsewhere 15.50.
-.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO., 903 Stem!' Budding, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan ti
Aye, Chicago; 80 Boylsom St, Boston.
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-THE TROUBLE
IS THAT THEY
JUST DON'T
KNOW HOW TO

THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the.Editor i
sr Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best Interest I
,
al our readers.
Thursday

St.Louis Cards Have Climbed to 2nd
Place in National League Race

•

•

•

UNLAX!

Afternoon, Augt,t'5, 1948
goo

Brecheen. winning his 12th
By CARL LI;NDQUI
riter
game against four losses, came
United Press Sports
5. ,L'P
c:osc to perfection for the secomi
NEW YORK‘
, ,..Au
Eddie Dyer. the
n on fire, had _time this season. On May 8 he
all the answers today as to why pitched a one-hitter in which
his St
Leans Cardinals. might Johnny Blatnike of the Phils 40i
shortly-be out in front in the Na- the only blow with two out in the
seventh. Ron Northy hit a two-run
tional league pennant race.
Dyer, supposedly on probation Cardinal homer as Larry Jansen
because he hasn't made a better went down to his sixth defeat.
showmg thus far with the CardiThe Reds made it three in a row
nals. didn't even bother to discuss !e ver the pace-setting Braves, tophis personal status He couldn't ping them 4 to 2 at Boston as Ken
help but be jubilant—hit Cards iltaffensberger outpitched Bill Voihad Just topped the Giants. 7 to 2 I wile. Danny Litwhiler's two-run
and 3 to 0 to move into second homer was the winning margin
the pace-setting Boston
Braves, for Cincinnati. Ted Kluszewski
who were defeated. 4 to 2 by Cin- so homered for Cincinnati and Bob
jElliott got a round trip smash foe
cinnati
--Look at us now. Dyer said. Boston. .
The Dodgers moved into third
-we may have found the spark
that will get us started.. just as u place ahead of the Giants in the
National -league when they topped
did in 1946"
Dyer first was pleased over the the Cubs. 5 to 4 in the ninth innre:Kite-going of Munger. the big- ing on Bruce Edwards single with
right hander who in 1946• came. two out. Jackie Robinson stole
back from the army just in time home for the Dodgers and Bill
to pitch the Cards to the National Nicholson paced the Cubs with a
homer and a two run double
leaglie pennant
-All year I kept saying that he
The activity in the skin-titght
would start beating their ears American league race was curtailed
down.- Dyer said
-So at last he by rain but the idle Cleveland
did and if he can keep it up we Indians remained in first place
have a pretty good pitching rota- and the third place Boston Red
tion
Sox tumbled to fourth when the
But •...-hat really stirred Dyer Browns defeated them. 9 to' 8 at
and the rest of the Polo Grounds St Louis.
customers was the bid of Harry
The Browns put over two runs
'The Cat Brecheen for a no-hit ; in the ninth on Gerry Priddy's
game Brecheen yielded-, but two I fourth single of the game and anblefirs in the night game, one by cther safe blow by Whitey Platt
Johnny Mize, an infield spoiler St Louis scored seven runs to
In the fifth, and a solid smash by take the lead in the first inning
pinch-hitter Walker Cooper in the ' after the Red Sox got six tallies

•

ovy--(0

Not to be counted out call(
were Whitfield's American teammates, dashing Dave Bolen of Boulder, Colo, and bull-thouldered
ition without cockswain. the U. S. George Guide of Villanova. With
duo of John Wade and Ralph competition like this, the olympic
Stephan, Jr., both of Yale, finished record of 48.2 seconds held by Billy
second to Australia by a quarter Carr of the U. S. A., was definilength. The Australians were timed tely in danger.
in 7:19.3 and the Yanks in 7:20.3.
Whitfield, already
Dusty
al
crowned as the. 800 meter champion, sent his spikes flashing after
the 400 meter crown today in a
bold bid for one of the greatest
"doubles" in the long history of
the olympic games.
The Ohio State ace faced the
&
Pughest imaginable competition
and yet he ranked no less than a
co-favorite for the Classic title.
To bring home the bacon for the
second time, Whitfield will have
to conquer the brilliant sprint
pair from Jamacia, West Indies—
Herb McKenley, the world's guarter-mile record holder, and gigantic Arthur WInt, who just failed
to catch Whitfield in the 800 meter
4.
run.

US. Athletes Capture 17th Gold
Medal After 1-11ghboard Event Win

VACATION FEVER
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The Murray Ledger, The Calloway TOrles,' awl The
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Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
Times but nearly
everybody reads it.
VOTE FOR

Chapman this time
Brown anytime
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Th• hilarious story of
o dr•ornj-sy•il doeling who *opt her hood
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boy friends iii o fool
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WE SELL FOR LESS
Three Full Rooms Of Furniture For The

VOTE FOR

$273.00

Amazingly Low Price Of Only
Woodard, pharmaWashington,

?RESIDENT'S FOOD TASTER—Geoffrey
Drug Administration In
tidbit to Daisy Mae, the monkey who samples the
foodstuffs sent to the White House as gifts Daisy
to be going for this offering.

cologist of the Food and
offers a

•

When he was here this week he
in their half
'1
All other American league games told us he had been railroading for
were rained out and so was the 35 long years and still liked it,
Pittsburg at Philadelphia game in but in a few years he might retire
and take it easy the rest of the
the National.
was
Good luck
YESTERDAY'S STAR — Lefty
S
whose two-hit
Harry Brecheen
When Leto A Stew in was charshutout gave Cards a 7 to 2 and ley-hossin•, round
Dexter _later
I to 0 sweep over the Giants and I corning to Murray, studying and
nnettsPuted possession of second practicing law, then slipping into
place ,in the Nat:onal league race politics. Although for some time
Zeb has been laid up as a result
of an injury in an automobile accident, he was a short time ago appointed IIF an assistant to Adjutant
By B. W.
General A E Funk and has been
his duties
He - still
When you mold pack up your discharging
gets around with the aid of crutgun and go out at any time of ihe
ches, and is improving And, beyear and brine in the Name, any
not, a lot of people down
number, and no one would call you lieve it or
this way voted for Mr. Funk, who
dia.wk.or make any objections, but
is doing a good job. believing that
trona y-ear to year _a law here and
ya.i would also benefit by being
there -have tightened the reins.
appointed on hg staff of advisors.
and now you Mtist have a licente•
I'
to hunt., must not kill but .so many
Aecording to information furnbirds, are many rabbits and squirished for this column, the Murray
rel.. etc We have been asked freal,ahodist church was organized in
few
quently in the last
days a•hat
following charter
we know of the prelsent iaws in re- 1879. with the
membersc -,Candidate for Democratic Nomination to the °Vire gill
S. Represents- guard to hunting seadone
Mrs. Carrie McCarthy. Mrs Josie
the. Satin-11as August 7
' The squirrel hunting season in Banks, Mrs Mettle Waters Ligon.
I fillet.e in education. I oalked and rode horsehaeltles miles rata
Kentucky_
this
yeas
will
be
AugJohn I Waters. Mrs. Susan C.
dafa to high school and I oorked int sea; through Mu
State (allege
015 the janitor's force I favor federal aid to edur.ition on a student Per uyt 20-November 5. inclusive:
Waters. Mrs. Dyer Schroadef ohn
capita basis for all 21-C redited schools
The- lir-de has. beft' fedlinnd. the Whitnill, Mrs Martha Whitnell.
• I %ill be fat orable to an legislation that I deem helpful to the Ng ork- State Game and Irish Division cl- Mrs. Pole Holt. Rev J Mac Pool.
ink man
plainad. in order to let the squirrel Mrs. Lenora Pool. Wilson WeathI hire farmed and operated population increase.
I belies.- in ISO per cent farm wits
ers.
All
of
me
life
Wins
And
I
feel
that'
the
farmers
dollar
.
should have a'
The
'rabbit
and
quail
season
has
.,...andechasirg poner equal,to that of the other iuropation.aI groups.
I —
' a
.
, Indis ideal income hi_xes should he looered and e•re•et profits tax he alfdt. been reduced. and will run BABY IMMO .stavAtab
..
pr bark on corporations We most curb the miino*olistir growth oftfr•dn Nov. 20 to Jan 10. Inclusive TO eltACT stAriset
e- - aarrporatlion. for in ins opinion. 1arge (orpor•t•oris are small businesses' l The fitaiiirrel big limit will be six
— Mayor
REVERT. MASS.
mem dangerou. enemies monopolies in .ptiblii• office are just as unfair a day. quail 10 and rabbits. 8
as monopolies in hostiles.
.
Peter J Jordon doesn't go around'
Frog.
It is not fair to the sounaei generation nor is it demo ratii to let 1
"tie 16.:DeCember 31 limit
;1 a day. pheasant or native grouse kissiwg babies but he gets the vote.
01wtamil‘ inherit the first distil, at oneressinnal seat and keep itto hen
Each time a child is born to
lag have thousands of t °one men In Western Kentucky - ti ho are better', DV. 1-15. 'possum. mink raecoon.
parents of this seaside city. Jordon
qualified to represent the people We need a .hanae Gilt a Orton* man
Flog. June 1-December 31. iiIrtlt
sends 'a speecial congratulatory
a Hume,. A. a Ian set farmer, teacher. graduate .of Murra• :state I col- 31 .
card with a suitable message to
left and former counts court clerk of Marshall( outiO. I feel that I am
a •
qualified for this office Put • lao see on the job of making lass'. and . When Edgar .Punk i Beaman of the parents
Jordon. aided by his executive
vs hen I sin there I o ill oork for the best interests of all the people oil
the benefit of a fees political and financial - aducah. used to hustle round the secretary. Joseph Cotazze. keeps
the district And not lust fii!.old
diamond
in
the
Moore
baseball
dictators
.
track of the new arrivals through
It will take ord, Is;. sear. to Its mn2rfff":if I isn't do skiMething for field ain Concord road 'fear the births recorded at the city clerk's
railroad
He enjoyed every min- r
..the people — elect scimegane else next time.
iite- of evoii ball game he ever 'ff ire
Your vote and infltrenre is sincerely softened.'
ELWOOI) GORDON
participated in and was a Muri.iy. !that time . but he :ilia , enjoy.
AUCCsT ri over-the following stations:
He•r Nit f•ordon
6:15 - 6:30 P
Wil
,
the
rumble fff the
VIATB—PAducati. CIS - 6:45 P. M.
rei
-'tfdins rolling by-. a.lw
pagsitch nd a
WHOP—Hopkinaville. 7..341 -1140 P. al
'04.11 gave up baseball and got a
P.
44.
11:36
can vote for
WPAIP—Paducah.
4
.""d
& St'
Al'Ol'fiT 7. Mr Cordon cc ill he heard os et`Wii1307 job °I' that old 74:
On
,
. is .stc,i
with them shuggioa.
12:30.
Mayfield. at 1115
through Murray every r.lteI.Meht
-AriveY1,- •T
_

r
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LIVING ROOM SUITE
9 Pieces
2 Piece Suite
Cocktail Table
2 Lamps
Smoker
2 End Tables
Picture

Mae

doesn't seem

129.50

1

•

REMEMBFF17
1

I

BEDROOM SUITE
'6 Pieces
3 Piece Suite
Springs

BREAKFAST ROOM SUITE
6 Pieces
5 Piece Wood Dinette.
Kitchen oStool

sA•rvanAr.

4

44.00

•

ANY ROOM MAY BE PURCHASED SEPARATELY

FLEMING FURNITURE CO.

VOTE FOR
Chapman this time
You
Brown anytime

fired

Mattress

3 Piece Vanity S4.t

$99.50

CHARLES ELWOOD GORDON
r.

•

FRI
dur
Ma'
re.s(

'The Hit that LAUGHED it

Rol BALLPLAYER

to

•

•

You can vote for

Benton, Kentucky
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ability and talent..

teamCHICAGO (Il*P1—A group of
professors here named peace-time
use of atomic energy as the greatest problem now facing modern
science.
An opinion survey taken among
73 Illinois Institute of Technology
faculty members placed nun-military atomic research at the top of
six major problems confronting
the United States.
The list also included, in order
of their importance:

Bout-

ldered
With

lympic
r Billy
defini-

greatest shortcomings of todart
sc=13-stems is their fail ure to
recognize and conserve unusual

Six Major Problems Bright- Child.Found
Usually Sturdy
Posed to Science

•

a

, in
subiger
any
it.—

•

I
SWIMMER MODEL—Andrew Gaza, famous as swimming coach and cartoonist in France,
sketches America's Brenda M. Heiser at the Empire Pool where Olympic swimmers are
going throught their paces. Gaza coaches French divers.

FRENCH FISHERMEN—Charles Boyer (left) looks for fish
during his summer vacation at Cote D'Azur, France, while
Maurice Chevalier.-famous French entertainer, prepares tol
rescue the flim star who doesn't seem to be very adept at.I
the sport.

Grocery
Breeze Soap Powder
Regular price 35c,2 pkgs for . 40c
Kraft's Olive Pimento, Pineapple, and
Pimento, Cheese Spreads, jar . 23c
25c
Apple Butter, 29-oz. jar
Fruit Cocktail, Hunt's Large 21 2 can 37c
25c
7 3-4 oz. can, 2 for
Ice Cream Topping Strawberry,
Cherries or Pineapple,6-oz. jar 18c
22c
Peaches,large 21,'2 size can
Salad Dressing, qt. 49c; pt. 28c,8 oz. 18c
19c
Tomato Catsup, 14-oz. bottle
25c
Pickles, Sour, qt.
33c
Pickles, Sweet, 24-oz. jar
25c
Gerber's Baby Foods, 3 for
21c
Sardines, 2 Flat 3 1-4 oz. cans
Shrimp, 5-oz. can 42c; Potted Meat 71/2c
45c
Salmon, Chum, No. 1 Tall
42c
Coffee, Keco, 1-lb. bag
$1.25
3 lbs.
INSECTICIDES
19c
Flit, gallon $1.05; qt. 39c; pt.
Fly Ded, gallon 95c; qt. 37c; pt. . 18c
19c
Bee Brand, pt.
$1.00
Bean Beetle Dust, 4 lbs.
89c
Kryocide, 4 lbs.
Knox Out 50 per cent DDT. •
69c
Stock and Barn Spray
gallons)
25
(Makes
$1.00
Arsenate of Lead,4 lbs.

•

•

•

Bulk Bean Seed What we have left at
White Cups and Saucers, set
Cold Pack Canners, 7-qt. size

In fact, he's more likely to be
superior in size, strength, muscular control and general health to
other children in his age group.
says Paul Witty, professor of education at Northwestern University
Writing for the National ParentTeacher. Witty says the idea that
are
children
bright
extremely
weak. "unsocial, be"physically
spectacled misfits has no foundation whatsoever".
Witty cites a study which traced
individuals" from childhood into
adulthood. That and other less extensive studies support the view
that unusually intelligent children
physically superior
are usually
also, he said.
Witty contends that one of the

Puryear Route 3
News

SCIENCE AT WORK

New Drug Promising
othy, orchard grass, red top. Sweet
vernal. Bermuda grass and JohnOne of the most promising drugs,
son grass.
however, is antistine, a Cuba prodThe fall season—probably the uct. The company recently anmost discomforting—arrives usu- nounced that physicians may now
ally in late August or September treat directly the flow of tears and
and is caused by pollens of the itching of the eyes suffered by hay
fever victims. The technique uses
useless ragweed
With the arrival each year of eye drops, something new in the
the hay fever season, along comes treatment of allergies.
According to Dr. A. E. Meisena new crop of drugs, none of which
bach, Jr.. writing in the Dallas
Medical JoUrnal, the antistine eye
-irops have been used to good
(rect.
He said that in most patients, a
dosage of one drop three times a
day is sufficient to control symptoms in the eye. Some patients, he
reports, obtain relief with even
smaller dosages. The drug also Is
manufactured in pill form.
It is th-e-"iteo-nd anti-hay fever
drug developed by Ciba, the other
being pyribenzamine. The cornpany'announces that its new type
pyribenzabine now comes in "delayed action" tablets that help the
patient get a good night's rest.
Others on Market

10c lb.
$1.39
. $1.89

ARE NOW READY FOR
4

COLLECTION

2% Discount Before
NOVEMBER 1
W. B. PATTERSON
Sheriff and Tax Collector

There have been numerous other
drugs on the market, including one
Under the trade name of benadryl,
and anthallan.
The drug anthallan is one of . the
newest_ For best results. its makers
say, it must be taken in a course
of treatment several weeks before
the hay fever season starts.
Men and women the nation over
tried their own remedies' to avoid
the sniffles for hours in a cold storage bin, or ice box.
Doctors say such a treatment
may make one cool, but that it
won't cure hay fever.
In fact, they say it may even
bring the patient down with a
cold, along with hay fever.
A
(

RUSSIANS SET UP
NEW BARBED WIRE
ROAD BLOCKS

BERLIN. Aug. 4 (UP) New barbed wire road blocks and extra
forces of armed guards have been
thrown around Russian military
areas
headquarters and housing
for Soviet soldiers' families as a
result of increased tension in Berlin, it was reported today.
Germans living in the Karlshorst
area of the Russian sector, where
troops and their families are housed. said that all street entrances
have been blockaded and guarded
since Monday's attack on Soviet
sector police by German civilians.
One communist dominated policernan was injured In the attack.,
launched by the Germans on suspicion that the Soviet police were
trying to abduct one of their number. The Soviets al the Germans
were being arrested in a black
market raid
At the same time the Russians
intenaified the east-west struggle
in the German capital by aerving
demands on the Berlin city assembly ,which would be tantamount
to complete figiancial and.economlc control of Berlin and its government.
Unofficial sources said the Rua'
shins told the city assembly that
blocked funds of the western sector would be released if authorities
in western Berlin agreed to grant
complete finlancial authority to
the Soviet-dominated German note
bank.
The Russians froze all Soviet
east Deutsche mark accounts of
the city government and private
industry in the western zones as of
Aug. 1. These funds are deposited
In the central bank in the Soviet
sector.

VOTE FOR

Chapman this time
You can vote for

Brown anytime
PAY ALL YOUR BILLS
THIS MODERN WAY
THEN ALL YOU HAVE
IS ONE TO PAY

13ift
,

.2
•

Xieoces.444.Only you con
PREVENT
FOREST FIRES!

VOTE FOR

Chapman this time
You Can Vote For

Brown Anytime

To the Voters of the First Kentucky
Congressional District
I favor the repeal of the TaftHartley law and the strengthening
of the Wagner Labor Act: I favor
the adjustment. and if necessary
the return to the control of prices.
to more equalize the differential
bet% een the cost of living and the
wages earned by the workers; I
favor the reduction of income taxes
In the Imver income brackets by increasing the personal exemption for
low income groups: I favor the restoration of the excess profits taxes
and the enforcement of the AntiTrust Laws; I favor an affirmative ;
foreign policy and an attitude of
fairness, but firmness toward Russia and all European or Asiatic
countries. who by their political ac-.,..
tivities may now be threatening the
peace of the world: I favor a strong'
Navy and Air Force. but I am op-4,
posed to a peacetime draft, and it
the opportunity presents itself 1
shall vote for the repeal of the
present peacetime draft law.

YANAucky Ilekke's Items

THE 1948 TAX BILLS

•

physical misfit.

Folks, here is Kentucky Belle ent on that date.
Mrs. Clarence Hicks and Jerry
back to be with you again this
peek after spending from Sunday spent Monday with Mrs. Luther
until Tuesday morning with her Washburn.
The home of Mr and Mrs. Ted
daughter. Mrs. Pernie Mae Thorn
and Mr. Thorn and children, of Thorn, Kentucky Belle's daughter,
was blown from its foundation last
Springville, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Housden Friday afternoon near Springville.
son, Rain Tenn., at about 5 o'clock during
and
son a wind storm. The house was parand
Crow
Billy Max, Con- tially destroyed, but no one was
ard Hutson. of injured.
Hazel, Route 2,
Hope to be back with you all
were in Murray again soon.—Kentucky Belle.
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Johnson
and children of
St.
Louis.
Mo.
were Tuesday visitors of Mr. and
Pashchall. Mrs.
Nannie
Mrs.
Mrs. N D. Washburn of North Adolphus Paschall and daughter
Thirteenth street.
and Arlin Paschall spent the week
Miss Bernice Wilson is spending end in Jackson visiting Mr. Pies
a few days by the bedside of her Wicker who is very ill.
aunt, Mrs. Martha Bridges who has
Rudolph Key is able to be out
been very ill on Kirksey. Route 2. again after several days illness.
Xentucky Belle says hello to
Mr, and Mrs. Rudolph Key and
Mrs
Rainey Lovins, Mrs. Earl Amon Paschall shopped in Murray
Burkeen, Mrs. Bud T. Sowell, Mit Sattliday afternoon.
Bobesi Kahle:Shirley-Joann
'glad MAt. Hobert Miller
it Kenneth Hatfield, Mr. Leon's
were •6'-u-nday dinner guests of
Wyatt. Let's all meet together at
Mr. and Mrs Clay Cook.
the court souse Saturday, August
Mrs, Ella Morris, Mrs. George
14, at 2 o'clock and have a chat
Jenkins. Mrs. Amon Paschall and
and at about 4 o'clock have a Zipora Morris assisted Mrs Glynn
watermelon feast, along with othOrr in canning peaches Friday
ers having birthdays in August.
afternoon.
You are welcome to join with KenGela Brown Orr spent Thursday
tucky Belle, Mrs. Rainey L9vins,
night with Dorthy Love Key.
INFLATION IN FRANKFUR'I—Frankfurt citizens take a lot
Mrs. Earl Burkeen, Mrs. Bud T.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Morris and
of time examining brushes, shoe laces, toothbrushes and i Sowell, Mrs. Robert Kelso, Miss
Zipora spent Thursday
daughter
I
make
market
black
the
in
prices
other necessities. High
Shirley Joann Moffitt, Kenneth
with Mr. and Mrs.
week
last
of
them pause before dipping into their pockets.
Hatfield, Mr. Leorras Wyatt on
Rudolph Key. Afternoon visitors
their birthdays and also the birthwere Mr and Mrs. Amon Paschall,
days for the 14th of August. The
Mr and Mrs. Jack Key. Mr and
dinner will be given Sunday. AugMrs Glynn Orr and children and
ust 15, at the- home of Mrs. Bud
Iva Paschall.
Sowell on North Thirteenth street. Mrs
Delores Wicker and Gela Brown
Hope all will be able to be presNEW YORK
UP)—The second has proven to be the over-all cure
Orr spent Sunday night aim Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Key.
stage of the ''hay fever" season is I In fact, some of the drugs cause
much unfavorable reactions, inMr. and Mrs. Vester Paschall
here. That is, the summer type. ;
cluding drowsiness, that the paand son were Sunday dinner
The first stage, that of the spring
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
type, has come and gone The cur- tients in many cases prefer to suffer along with the sneezes and
Key.
type that is
rent season brings
Tennessee Slim
caused by pollens of grasses, tim- wheezes.

11-TOTE-EM
•

Conservation "of natural resources. corltrol of killing diseases,
education in the sciences, social
problems in relation to scientific
developments, and the social implications of technological advancements.
Three of the problems, it was
pointed out, are related to ,sociological interests. That. an institute
report said, indicates the scientist's
new concern for the social implications of his w6rk.
The professors called for new
developments in synthetic fuel in
their consideration of dwindling
They
also
natural resources.
stressed need of additional research in soil conservation.
Control of cancer was named
the foremost medical problem.

CHICAGO (UPI—The extremely bright child is not usually a

Finally, I favor the return of the government to the people. DO
IS
NOT BE MISLED BY FALSE STATEMENTS AS THE: CAMPAIGN
RailCLOSING. I am a working man. I have the endorsement of the
Political
road Labor's Political League and the Machinists Non-Partisan
endorsement.
League. See the July 24, 1948. issue of LABOR for this

Vote for T. E. (Elvis) Bell for Congress,
First Kentucky District
For a Representative of All the People
I will have a message of importance Friday, August
6, over Station WNGO from 6:30 to 6:45 P. M.
(Paid Political .Advertisement)

SWANN'S GROCERY
NEW BUILDING
208 South Fourth Street
— PHONES — 25
c
2c
1/5
Large California White Potatoes, lb.
Sc
Fancy Michigan Cabbage, lb.
2c
'
I21
Purple Hull Peas, lb.
25c
lb.
Butterbeans,
Green Shelled
1220c
In Hull
Real Lemon Juice, 8-oz. bottle
20c
Pine Apple Juice, No. 2 can
48c
46-oz. can
22c
Argo Sliced Pineapple, flat can
27c
box
lb.
Crackers,
Sunshine Krispy
31c
Sunshine Hi Ho, I lb.
$$11..7455
Flour, 25 lbs. money back guaranteed
0. W. Special Flour, very fine, 25 lbs.
25 lbs. Kelly's Pride Flour, wrapped in
$1.95
fancy ready made apron
44c
lb.
drop,
last
to
Guaranteed
Coffee, 7-Day,
$1.30
pounds
3
12c
Soap, Fels Naptha
Octagon Crystal White P. & G., bar
5-cent Sale on BREEZE Washing Powder, 1 box 35c-4
40c.
2 boxes
I 5c
.
cloth
dish
one
and
Cameo Starch, 3 boxes
3
gal
Pickling,
Red
and
Bbl—White
Vinegar,
65c
Heinz White Vinegar in jug
$1.05
Ball Man Half Gallon Jars, Zinc Caps
95c
Wide Mouth Kerr Jars, pints
$1.05
Quarts
35c
American Lady Asparagus
35c
can
2
No.
large
Asparagus,
Sailor Man
MEATS

P
C
1

•A loan to cover all your bills. It's
the sensible way to get out of
debt and ono bill is much •01i410
to pay than several Phone or
COMO in today.

Catfish for Friday—
(Fiddlers and Channel) pound
Fryers, fully dressed, tender
Premium Bacon
Bacon, 1-1b. layers, no rind

65c
69c
s 78c
59c

l'ae this Offer Blank to get 5 cans of Ken-I,-Ration for
the price of 3 with this coupon. This means you get 2 cans
at no cost! Sign your name and address. Take to your
SWANN GROCERY. You must be satisfied, or we %•111
refund the price of three cans. You may keep the tss
cans as a gift.

ilo 20,llifOitits to Repay

Name

nt 14tate

State
City
Address
Limit: Tuo cans at. no' extra cost to a customer. Offer
closes September IS, 1948,

LOAN CORPORATION
508 Main $1.. Murray
Phone 1180

45c 4-

Ken-L-Ration, 5 cans for
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TIIE I.EDCER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY

..CIIIVALItY NOT DEAD
OMAHA, Neb. (UPI—The age

Women's Page

Club News

Activities

Locals

of chivalry is not deed.
Darlene Union, 18 testified in
police court that her husband.
Robert, refused to strike her when
she was sitting down.
"But he sure made up for it
when I got up," she said.

Weddings

JO WILLIAMS, Fditos t— PHONE 374-M

4 •

Social Calendar
Slipper! Many's the gay evening
I've spent there."
But to tell the truth, in all of her
exciting life, Chloe Duval had
never been north of Atlanta and
then only for a brief escapade with
a persuasive lover.

°MN for Food End Food Conservation Suggests:

A'PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY
Sa446 Vliorat! Save Meal! SoonanPea,./
THURSDAY PEACE PLATE
Say ry answer te teat 'elest to
hare for (timer that's cheap" quese
tin—stuffed cee es!
•

Ham-stuffed Onions
with Border of Baked Beans
Catsup Sauce
Lettuce, Raw Spinach, Apple
We suggest largo. mild Bermuda
and Raisin Salad
type onions filled with tasty bits of
Orange Spanish Cream
ground hem. Bra•sed to a-luscious I
Pient.fri arm is • errant, •••••,sed
bromn, each plurnp onion is circled - ilk,
mat. it.. Sr•ntsh env!, ThIelLes it
eeo
was eta reed orange sheer.
by' plping hot baked beans...,
.
100D 'IMPS: There are strong
There's good sturdy eating-in this -anions and mild ones. Along these
ordan-hambeiin combination. And lines, onions are divided into two
of 0INIUISC
lOw-cost. YOU Can Use classes,
leaf over ham—or luncheon remit.
Onions have color classes too—
And onions are plentiful.
four of them. They are white, yea
low. -browe or red.
• RAM STEFIFED ONIONS
The large, mild-flavored onions
tarry .9 eel sot
•'
hao drippioes
may be the Bermuda type. Or they
cop c9/91,. d.red
tray be Spanish or Valencias. The
OO19.0... Porsleg. loincod
,
I my evoked haw it,9••••1
Bermuda type—which ue're using
S•11 &ad p•••••••
stuffed today—is an early variety
Vcertabie Coat (9,1190)
sa ea. ow' rem.- e t.1-• 5isniMer 11. marketed in the spring.
•O'OrA 9919r
a'.79•••,: t r
dmin.
Bermudas are both white and
erete, rothout rlixtarbilif
iteseee
yellow. They very in sire But
eater ia3rers. Char centers.
4they're generally about two and a
__WI 2
.
_
inches
DeMile• minced enga.chlPpine
••••4
To:•••••7. ealf
•
- in diameter.
Can& rem mrsur..
t•-•.! ..rsrosks
In buying onions. select those
•h bright clean skin. Watch for
warded. soot 9rel,re
9.0oe%
*owls! — miut eat re: *mon •••116.
egns of decay—moisture and darkIsrevored ••• h. • a•mleestr •••••• eren. g at the neck. Avoid onions
/ tar :.• •-asat.•
Is eh a sprouting stern — which is
diwilt
"
I berms.
"de'
"
t tiair
searte that has to be trinuried away.
Ai- ow I.
f

11,1••

URING one of these Journeys
D
into goadniscence. Lotus led
her

Distributed by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
Posing as Reeds Kirkman. Lotus
Ames Is hired as a singer by lb.
colorful Mlle. Chloe Duval,
miner of Gallatin Street's Cafe
Shoal. It is here that Lotus expects to pick up information for
the F.B.I. on bow dope is smuggled through the New Orleans
waterfronts On ber first appearance at the cafe, she meets the
attractive Stacy Corbin and wonders' Just what is behind the
obvious antagonism between him
and Mlle. Duette

CHAPTER SIX
AMOMENT after the brief
exchange between herself
and Stacy Corbin, Chloe excused herself and wandered
off among the tables. Corbin
leaned forward, his blue eyes
laughing into Lotus'.

de menthe for Lotus, Corbin peered
closely at the man.
"Hasn't Mr. Balch arrived yet?"
he said in a low voice.
"No. Monsieur."
"Be sure to let me know when
he does."
Lotus was amazed to see Stacy
Corbin's handsome young face
harden tnto a coldly efficient expression as though he were making a brisk business deal But when
he turned back to her he was smiling once more.
And so a week passed.
A feeling of exasperation grew
in Lotus. In spite of all her most
pointed questions, she gathered little information. She slept late aid
spent the sultry afternoons In the
shadowy courtyard with Chloe
who sipped sherry. smoked quantities of little black cheroots and
told fascinating stories of old New
Orleans.

flit

around to the sabaect of Stacy
Corbin.
"Why don't you like him?" she
said bluntly.
"I do not deeslike heem so much
as what he represents." Chloe said
slowly.
-What do you mean?"
"Perhaps Stacy Corbin himself
ee
mo
snneoyt
:
responsible, I do not know.
He is a weakling weeth too much

"Oh. is he wealthy?"
Chloe eyed her speculatively. "Do
not get ideas in your head. leen*
one. Eel Stacy Corbin marries in
New Orleans, eet a-eel be pa one of
our old families.... Eef he'can find
one that puts money before pride."
"Why do you say that?"
Chloe shook some of Pedned
sunflower seeds from her luxuriant
hair. "The Cortins are somewhat
of a mystery,father and eon. There
ees no Mrs. Corbin—she died many
years
thty
.reago,"
newcomers to New
Orleans?"
"Yea. They have been here only
one year, yet already their grasping fingers are in every pie."
"What business are they in?"
"Every business. They came here
with much money and invested in
many old firms. Their fortune is
said to have increased almost bepond anyome's comprehension."
"They sound tike clever men."
Chloe snorted. "Clevair like the

• LOCALS
Mr. and, Mrs. Clyde Jones and
daughter Rose Mary are vacationing in central Kentucky. They will
also visit Mrs. Jones' brother. John
Williams and family, in Detroit before returning home.
• •
Mr. and Mee- W. G. Dodds, snl
Nashvelle. Mr. and Mrs. W. S.
Clarence
Baker. Paducah. and
Phillips, Memphis. were Sunday
visitors with Mr. Chas. Smith, North
Fifth street. this city.
• •
Mrs. Minnie Jones left yesterday for a several days visit with
her daughter. Mrs. Ed West and
family of Memphis. Tenn.
• •

Thursday, August 3
The Business and Professional
Women's group of the First Christian Church wilt meet at 7'30 with
Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Sr. Miss Margaret Campbell is leader.
Young Matrons Group, Miss Judy
Allbritten, leader will meet with
Mrs. Henry Fulton, Main street,

FIGURE EIGHT — Sequindotted opalescent maline
dips and swirls on the head
of actress Janis Carter as
she models a De Villar-designed "Cloud Hat" The
hat, worn forward on the
forehead, follows the graceful curves of the figure 8.

Mrs W. S. Skinner, of the Murray Hospital. is spending her. vacation in Memphis. Tenn. •
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Edwards have
returned to their home in Chicago
after a visit with her mother, Mrs.
W. S. Key.
••
•Mr. and Mrs. George Rose visited
with his brother. Carnie Rose and
family in Mayfield Sunday.
••
Mrs. Frances Calhoun. night supervisor at the Murray Hospital.
with her little son, is occupying an
apertment in the Mrs Dell Finney
home. 505 Walnut street.
• •

YOU a
facts
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for $1
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"Dream Girl." 11 Hr. 25 Min.)
Feature St•arts: 1:21-3:24-5:27-7:301:33.
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111
11
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431
and
Ky.

Get

Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Sr.
Olive street, have as guests, their
foNdeVell. people from New England daughter. Mrs Sam Jones, and two
are said to be very canny at hanchildren of Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Mr and Mrs Lyman Dixon and
dling money you know."
s • •
"Out.
that
ees true. I have met
Dole Mr and Mrs Terrell Hay—1E. Wilder Wear came over from
mane
of
them.
But
the
Cortairersula
and :Nita Lein Hurt of Paris] den and daughter. Mrs Lester Kee
Wickliffe. Ky., Monday. for a brief
different. Theirs ees the old-world
Tenn . spent Frisian mem saredaagie. leraand daughter, Mrs Carl Hopdesire for power. Eet orings only
visit with his sister, Miss' Mattie
eel are seetereeee_kane. Mr and Mr, ROy Fi•utch of
and seee
trouble and disaster eet benefits no
Wear. 204 North Fifth street.
one, not, even those who reap a
Matto; • Cuff) yule. Kans Mr Charlie HarSunday with M
nigast
••
financial reward. You weel see."
grove of Nevada. Mo . Mrs. Mackie
Jones anci lees
Didnne, little daughter of Mr
r
b•
fe
!
l
slie added prophetically.
mall UNION
*rs Zed.. Stone spent the week- HargTove (4 .M""tin wh" Is 86
and Mrs. Solon G. Hale of Floriher
first
D
it
b,
was
of
age
and
years
5'
grandparents.
end ith Mrs Aline Tidwell
her
visiting
da,
is
1.0E was reminiscing gaily one
11AUAO A AIISSILL
Rogers I revived time in 67 years to visit folks in
Novice
day when the mulatto girl ap0 9,
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hale, Olive
se So•r99 Iger Or 11011141111110/511
peared. her face an open grin, and
word that her hush mmd was ver'Y Kentucky. and Clifton D Finney
street.
.""
..91,497•
"
.
handed Lotus a bouquet.
• •
'""
"
"
4,
'“,
,W9r.seafra.r.I0411,
ill dzi Akron. O. She left at once to Afternoon callers. were Mr and'
Taz
and
Mrs.
Borsch
"Boy say gentleman send this to
Guile
Mrs.
. .
be est lee bedside.
Mrs Did Filbeck and Miss Vita
y•ou. Miss Rosa "
lasuegbloud Evening callers welt'
ginia Hay returned from Owen:and Mrs Aaiert Bazzell Jr
It was one of the quaint mixed
Mr and Mrs Hebert L f3.azzs•Il and
While
Wednesday.
born.
Ky..
and daughter of Highlana Park
naseeape that could be purchased
from any street vendor in the there they were guests in toe home
Mich are dpendieg a few
Misses Attie and Carlene Lamb'
Vieux Carre, and as Lotus gave a
of their sister. Mrs. Zeb A Stewart,
daysutO
PHILIP REED — HILLARY BROOKE
gasp of surprise and buried nee
spent Sunday with Mr and Mrs
and Mr. Stewart.
1111r and Mrs Melvin Lamb and •
in
the
fragrant
face
blooms. a
in
• •
Ear! Lamb and family also Mr. and
family spent Seturday night with es
folded note fluttered from it to the
Corbin leaned forward, his blue eyes laughing into Lotus'.
and
Mrs. Cetus Butterworth is visitflagstones of the patio
"%Maier
art` Ana"' Caner
we and Mrs
-11Villkersyn and'
"I was teasing ldemselle but seChloe wa.s the ultimate pirzse
Mrs. Layton Youngblood is sufd slue
With a sudden astonishing argiling her e)n. Paul. Mrs Butterworth'
daighter •
ity. Chloe matched it- up. Far a; and ehadren in Detroit.
fering with a broken blood vessle riously. Miss Kirkman, you don't of one of this-se convenient 1
laturday • dinner esseedl of Mr
beating in a place like thee"
of the Nineteenth Century H. moment it trembled in het hand.*
• •
oirfr
in her right arm
and Mrs A 1. Bezzell were Mr
"But this is hist my first night great-grandfather came from on then she extended It to Lodz. She
Mrs. Bowman Ciento!,
and
Mr.
renaergrase
t
Level
and
Mrs
Mr
was all smiles. "Bowe you have an
wele. Mrs 1-.10 xi Carte r and Sods.
add everyone has been very kind of the South's noblest famaies. a
of Detroit have returned to their
when his eyes fell on the nand- admirer already?'
Mr and Mrs WI 1:r.irrt Carter and and family spent Sunday with Mr toile." she protessed.
home after attending the funeral
some
features
dark-eyed.
of
a
Lotus looked up. The note had
Hughes
Harlan
daughter. Mr end Mrs.' Jennings end Mrs Bun
-1 don't want to sound conceitdart-skinned beauty at one of use merely said. Tomorlow of /oar—
of Leland Steeley here.
"but
." he Pe
Turn,r and fames Mr and Mrs . Mrs Allen POO is imPromeill
••
annual balls held in the old Or- St Roch's Chapel." She nodded at
•
.1 d.iughtr r, L.H.0r% te Smith is on the siek list ence in New Orleans—I'm sure I leans Theater Chloe's fate WAS in her companion. "It must be one of
Albert ft....i. .
Misses Joan Smith of Highland
could get you a much better offer."
the making
the sailors. I wonder which one.'
Perk. Mich. and Joretta Fox of
well,
"That's kind of you, but
How she loved her city.
-Or Stacy Corbin—?"
Gilbertsville,
. are guests this
I don't want a prominent place at
She knew stories of all the old
"He doesn't *rem like the type to
this time. I'm . .
trying to far:news and secrets that they send a billet douse'
week of Mr rind Mrs. Ira Fox ,e
avoid publenty."
themselves had forgotten or Mid
She wondered uneasily If Chloe
South Sixth street. Murray.'
• •
His eyes gleamed peculiarly."Oh thought safely stored away on the had read the note and if she had
—been in trouble?'
musty shelves of time.
interpreted it as anything but an
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Fox have had
"A little."
Occasionally, she would halt her admirer request for a rendezvous.
as their guests. Mr and Mrs Ar"The police?"
tuseratIve to ask Lotus a question Later, in her room, she burnt it
thur Wynn of Blooming. Tex.. and
"Yee
— an unlucky scandal Up about herself, but usually this topic carefully and from her small balTHAT WILL DOUBLE YOU UP
' North."
was deftly skirted. Lotus would cony watched the charred frag- their son. his wife and nee childret.
WITH LAUGHTER ,
,
see. Well. I guess I'll Just flan mention the name of some New ments drift away towards the
from the extreme western part of I
to patronize the Cafe Duval. theme Tort night club where she had docks on a gentle wind.
Texas. Mr. and Mrs. Wynn left
Well have a drink on in'
supposedly worked and Marnsene
Calloway County 36 years ago ford
He beckoned to a waiter and the would flash her black eyes and
(To be continued)
Bloomington and this is'thew first
1948 FORD 2-door Super Deluxe. A car that is pertante little goateed Prenchenan laugh merrily....
(The characters in this serial are
visit back home
tame over. After ordering a creme
"An. yes, the dear old Golden
fictitious)
fect because it's nearly new.
• •
1946 FORD 2-door Super. A nice clean car with
Mrs. Austin Adkinson and young
• and Lttle daughter of Mu;7 :y ..., re
Mrs. Ella Al. X•illlit't had es her
will return to their home
seri
lots of service. Nice color, too.
dinner guest last Friday week Mrs.
in Hazel Tuesday on !sunned
in Columbia. South Carolina. ThursTherdpsen.
&Litho
Mrs
Mettle
Shipse„" of Hazel eeamda -Rods of1 Bob Mars-hall of Parts was Iff
1942 CHEVROLET Fleetline that is a nice little
day morning aftsr a visit with her
Eana Shackelford, Will C.
Woodmen N,) 1311 left Monday for Hazel Tuesday as the guest of Mr. ley. Mrs.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Lawton Alcar. It has extras. Five new air-ride tires.
Clanton,
Mrs
Ted - Brandon. Miss exander.
Alexander. Eli
Mrs.
a three days encampment at KM- and airs J. M Marshall,
Original paint, and a one-owner car. SEE
Era Perry. Mrs Mary lurnbow. Alexander. and Mrs. Jack Alexantaw, Spr:ngs. Ky They were eca
0 B Turnbow sees in -rfur:ray.
THIS
ONE.
Mrs. Pauline Elticy i'erwl Mrs. H. I
them
with
trip
the
cempenied by their leader. B B. Teesday on business
der will make
Neely.
edian
Hurt andmvill remain there for sev'by motor. Mr. Adkinson is
1941 CHEVROLET 2-door, with radio and herntMr and Mrs Vernon Jsmea of
Buster Jane/ is ill at his home is. tor with the Associated Press bueral days Boys' camps hem Mur- Arkar.esa eere in Hazel the find
Estra.dean inside and out. A real pretty .
car;.
Mime
East
ray. Mayhted and Hickman also mint of the week visiting friends.
reau in Columbia. •
blue.
went from Western
Kentucky.
Mrs. Leger Willem has realigned
Mee ROSA Mary Snodgrass and
There will be entertainment, drill
home from the hospital where she
1941 FORD 2-door with radio and heater., Extra
baby of Detroit were in Hazel maltteam competmen. and usual camp
underwent an operation.
clean and nice. One original tire. Lo9 ntileage.
ing friends.
&cite mess while .there
Mr. and Mrs Enech White ad i
Gaston Wilson ar.d (laughter :NaziMr and Mrs Herman Edwards,
1940 FORD 2-door Deluxe with radio and heater;
of coarfass,,„. vao are m: Rae daughter Jackie of McKenzie were
Come in and see
Mr and Mrs Raipe Edwards and visrittret Mr Al:' m
black.
Wilson and idaitora in the home of h's ailtues
cM1drer. Marline and Jimmie at- family
Mrs. Lel} WiLnan,
its now featuros
sio
tended tine Williams reignien Sun1940 CHEVROLET Club Coupe, Special Deluxe,
Mr end dira . 0. B. Ted-ntow and
Mies Lula Paeetiall of Puraear
today!
day week at the Williams Lake was
with low mileage. Has extras. New inside and
Hazel Tuesehiy visiting Mr ,oh had, es their guests tos,,sunday
'near Sulphur Well. 10 males east of
Out.
dinner Mr and, Mrs. 0 L Peeler
D Kelly artd family
'Paris
It was, a happy day for
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Ell adey are of Nashville, "Tenn, and hte an.'
about 25 relatives afkl friends.
1939 FORD Deluxe, 2-door, with radio and heater.
the preud pewits of a estigeter Mrs Sam
New paint. .
Mrs Kent J•ines and son of Mc- born Sunday. AugUst 1. -es •-theid
me • and --mese William lusted
:
Kenzie. Tenn spent seversl. days borne three teem* east
Hazels • we're in Murray Sunday as guest.
1936
CHEVROLET 2-door, with trunk. Priced to
recently with her aunt Mrs D. N . Mrs lassie Cole of near Pang el Mr and Mrs Aubrey. Sernmens.
sell.
White.
White
was in Hazel TLeadaya7rdsitirer leer
Mr. end Mrs Charlie Denham
Jarees M Overt-mast who is iti Os- aunt. Mrs Padre Cole who is fen.. and Mrs Brady Denham were in
WE HAVE A FEW MORE CARS TO CHOOSE
ford. M. attending school spent tined to her home with 'illness
Mayfield last Eaday.
FROM. Some cheaper and some higher. SO
Model
the weekend in Hazel muting his
- Mrs Rosa Orr visited her treads
SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY or TRADE. Our
E2L
home folks and friends
Oat Paschali erelafernily 1.-t week 'Paul Dailey and: Ciaarin Keg are
in St Leme th.s %seeds on business
cars are guaranteed to satisfy.
Mrs Lois Peeler s•f Nase.vale near North
Shown
Mrs. Hsnry Dumas. who Pas been
Mrs. N..41.0.41. Foster spent a few
Tenn spent lag week sn 14aasel as
1946 FORD 1 1 z ton Truck. Long wheel base with
days tel rutty in Flint. Mere . visit- in a Memphis hospital where lie
the guest of Mn. H. t Neely
cattle rack. New tires on the rear. Nice
Mrs Jetineateldod, who hes been and her daeghtrer and Meer ar•ela- had an NOrratson has.returned home
and
ready to go.
very much unproved
a cr:pple tar • something yam two lives and friends.
years and confined to her wheelMu-i. Grece Morris• and deedister,
chase is not so well . • .•
Sue. of'Michigan, are la Hazel
Mrs Hatten Stephesde f Water- visiting Mrs. Tommie Wilbur. and
Model
town. Tenn, is in H•izel meting Mr. eni Mrs. Gardus Scruggs
.
gte, and Iles R E Orr •,f mem
Pier !nether Mrs John Meleed wee
Ear. Adarre
J 2L
is eutterine with illness.
phis. Tent. were guests ef Mr. end
Fred Kmidand. July.27
ie
OV 1StWAsHSI
Mr and Mrs Paul Dailey and Mrs W. Curd
281
F Arnett.
adrs.
YOUR Nee d,
44/
son, Paul Jr. Md. _Pled SMILMY.
Ray', Linn 41i41e"*ugust
..
4. '
Kr. aro, Safi, Genellt
tns of
• 5/ SET ON ...
Mr end ,' Mrs Cal% in Key motored l'iturtity were Hazel visite:I Sunday
J. Rey Keofeee August 5
BRITISH,TOMOAT — ThLs
et er
Petleriisam_ay
s Nashville Sunday-Letter- afternoon
'
- double-breasted topcoat by
!,,10f1
Mr and Mrs C D Pa* a a tett ust
I
—
Cherry, BrttLsh designer, in
0 L Peeler of Naafis ale Ira, in- Sunday for their V.icalt
Steele
Leer*
August' alta
v
in
red gabardine, has a tiny I
Saturday night as the guest Florida
peaces' 'f .• • ..,est.
°merge Lay.-oz. 82 years:et
1:.,:•orpor,:ted
waist and back fullness
' Mrs H I Neely and family
Mrs Con. West
d
.idren. August .11
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soft
folds
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from
falling
FORD DEALER
Mrs. Peeler was viastuer in the who Weis called le C
Duncan,
Aedrew
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• • et- Mr ,and
Telephone 56
South Side Square
.NICHRAY, KY. _
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SUNDAY and MONDAY

"BIG TOWN SCANDAL"
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HAVE A LOOK

,
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"F

. at some of the cleanest cars ever to
come to Murray. These are city driven

TODAY
and Tomorrow

cars and are nice.
We invite you to come to our lot, visit
with us, and see some real good clean
used cars.

She leads a Double tit Life...
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HAZEL NEWS

THAT BEAUTIFUL NEW
MAYTAG!
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"Every Deal" a Square Deal"
Cash, Trade, or Terms

Happy Birthday!
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So when they it.3t aroun o the and Jonas Jonsson, Sweden's small "Many of them don't make $1 an
FOR SALE - 5-room house with
1 200 meter dash the la. guy was bore rifle cinch, smelled third place hour and you can't buy $1-a-pound
and
on
basement
attic,
acres
two
Services Offered
For Sale
Panama's Lloyd La each. After powder behind America's under- round steaks on that kind of pay- ,
of land. Two good cow stgls, corn
lard, the globe's ace high and low' all, he set a ne
By OSCAR FRALEY
world record of rated Art Cook and Walt Thomsen. check," he added.
crib, garage, hen house, good wov- 1Pr lig FUME' YeruR -ers
1 hurdler.
20.2 in Calif9priIu just two months And our baltetball team, which
United fleas Sports Write*
2,4-D WEED KILLER We hive
en wire fence-S. H. Billington, and fill it with pure well Waterago. Ag
the jinx popped up. admits it is the world's finest, came
plenty on hand-Both 70 per cent seerind house from Johnson's Gro- Hardy Rogers, Lynn Greve, KenNEW YORK, Aug. 5 (UP)The None of the three was able to Labeaels- was third-an the now- from behind to nose out Argentina,
A6p
tucky.
speciality.
We
set.
his
in
team
or
the
and 40 per cent Ester
cer, on Concord Road.
A5p
P
Olympic athletes are making It make
disregarded Paton was the wiri- by two very slender points.
Ira. /or
A
Will spray for you, or we will rent
It isn't only the food situation
look easy today as the shatter re- Dodds nursed an injury as they er.
rLoWEEtfiffi
EVERGREENS,
FOR
$2.75
peaches,
FOR
SALE-Elberta
Fop-"
him.
without
you our power sprayer. See us for
shrubs, landscape work. Roy cords like maniacs in a music shop gamboled home
We credited ourselves in advance which is tough in London!
facts and information. Murray bushel, you furnish containers; Schmaus Nursery, kentcrn, ky., or and it must be considered proof vine developea a shortness ,ot'the with the high jump. The big fr.,:
-Lloyd
I
containers
$3.00
furnish
T
Hatchery, Murray, Ky. Telephone
that this is the greatest all-time col- arm and Dillard, winner of 82 con- was UCLA's George Stanich svh
A5p see R A. Starks, 715 Sycantreti lection
A9c Henry, Hazel Highway.
336-J.
The Emmett Stayens Cia
of athletes when you con- secutive starts in his favorite event. had leaped six feet, nine incha
Murray, Ky.
Amer.,Ourstand,rkg ArBtkpal Lore
4,1910 0
upsets be- Dillard then &leaked on the boat The Olympic high jump medal
tremendous
the
template
Monutac tory LADIES USED SILK DRESSES, 5 FOR SALE OR TRADE-Practical STEALING MARINE COMPANY ing recorded.
540 So Brook St - Loultv,•lo.B4c
'
third
an
sprinter.
to
went
the
Australian
kangaroo
as
duty mo- now offers a beautiful steel hulled
for $1.00, postpaid; ithperfeete, not ly new Whisser, heavy
••••,_
He wasn't given much chance, named John Winter at a lowly six
Right from the start, the U.S.
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LEDGER & TIMES

RECORD SALE
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JOHNSON APPLIANCE CO.
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In the Hour of Your Greatest Sorrow ...
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LET'S ELECT CONGRESSMAN NOBLE GREGORY
For Another Term In Congress
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He is on duty now in Washington and cannot campaign for his re-election, so let's show our appreciation and vote
for him anyway.

Here's What We Like About Noble Gregory:
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1. Heise, served us faithfully and well in Washington.
2. He has supported TVA,REA,the Farm program, Veteran programs.
3. He is dependable, straightforward, honorable.

Fl
D,

4. He has experience and therefore can aid us more than ever now.
5. He is always on the job and enjoys the respect of his colleagues.
6. He has always conducted his campaigns on the highest planes.

Iv,
I.

7. He left immediately for Washington, to take care of YOUR interests.
NOBLE GREGORY

WE NEED A MAN OF EXPERIENCE IN
WASHINGTON NOW MORE THAN EVER BEFORE
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NOBLE GREGORY FOR CONGRESS
SATURDAY AUGUST 1 -
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A VOTE FOR GREGORY 1.45 A VOTE FOR SOUND REPRESENTATION
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